In standard cosmologies, dark energy interacts only gravitationally with dark matter. An extension to this picture is interacting quintessence (IQ) model where scalar field coupled directly to cold dark matter. The percentage deviation is studied in IQ model wrt ΛCDM for varied values of interacting parameter W. We investigated the effect of interaction on matter , kaiser and galaxy power spectrums. Deviation in power spectrum increases with interaction on both large and small scales. On small scale, variation is comparatively smaller than on large scale. On large scale ,it is due to dark energy perturbation while it is background evolution that causes a difference on small scale. These variations decreases with increase in redshift. Herein thawing class of model with linear potential is studied.
I. INTRODUCTION
The late time acceleration in the standard Einstein gravity is propelled by a mysterious energy component which consist of a huge negative pressure that expands the Universe. This is called dark energy [1] [2] [3] [4] . Keeping in mind the standard cosmological model, the DE undertake the simplest form of cosmological constant Λ, which has absolutely no spatial fluctuations but a negative pressure and constant energy density which covers the entire expansion history of the Universe.
That leads to ΛCDM model. Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) [5] , Supernova Type-Ia (SnIa) (SnIa) [6] , Baryon Acoustic oscillation (BAO) measurement in galaxy surveys [7] : can be demonstrated via ΛCDM model . However, it gets into serious conceptual problems like " fine tuning problem " [8] and "coincidence problem" [9, 14] . Recent observational results also indicate inconsistency with ΛCDM model [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In order to solve these problems, a number of scalar field models including quintessence [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , phantom field [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , rolling tachyon [33] [34] [35] [36] and others have been proposed. Another way to look at this problem is through interaction between dark energy and other matter species in the * Electronic address: azamhussain@ctp-jamia.res.in Universe as suggested by [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . In relation to this, minimally coupled dynamic scalar field can be extended to interacting Quientessence models (from now IQ). In these categories of models, DE is coupled to matter (dark matter and baryons), but coupling of DE with baryonic particles will result in time variation of constants of nature and hence, is tightly bound by observations [38] .
However, these constraints does not apply to interaction between dark sector. This interaction between DM and DE is still permitted by observations [37, 39] . In this work, we will focus on coupling between dark sector only.
Various types of interaction between DE and CDM have been proposed and investigated in the literature, like, Linear coupling of scalar field with matter (DM and baryon) suggested by Amendola [40] , Coupling with dark matter only [37, 39] , Nonlinear couplings [45, 46] , Variational approach [57, 58] . In relation to aforementioned models, the coupling describes the exchange of energy-momentum between dark energy and dark matter.
Interaction between dark sector could change the expansion history of the Universe . Interaction can change source term of Poisson equation through scalar field perturbation. Additionally it can produce a fifth force between matter particles which results into stronger clustering of matter [62, 63] . All these factors could affect structure formation on both small and large scales. In recent years, the impact of interaction on linear growth of structure [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] , non-linear structure formation [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] has been studied in detail. Observational data like CMB , BAO, LSS, Weak lensing [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] , local gravity tests [71, 72] and high redshifted intergalactic medium [73] have constrained the interaction, but none of them have ruled out the interaction.
In order to advance the work by Bikash et al. [74] we shall include coupling between Quintessence and CDM and investigate its effect on linear structure formation.We consider a thawing class of model. We include red shift space distortion term and GR effects in power spectrum.
We vary the interaction strength to show the percentage deviation wrt ΛCDM model at different redshifts. We normalize IQ model to give it parameters (Ω m0 , H 0 ) that are similar to that of ordinary non-interacting Quintessence at present redshift.
The outline of the paper is : Sec II deals with background IDE models while Sec section III discusses perturbed DE models . Linear structure formation is discussed in section IV. Result and conclusion are discussed in section V.
II. BACKGROUND EVOLUTION WITH SCALAR FIELD COUPLED WITH DM
We have considered a model which allow coupling between dark sector. Scalar field is coupled to dark matter but not to baryons. Here, we follow prescription discussed many times in literature [40, 47-49, 51, 60, 79] . We also follow the same formalism here. The important equations are as follows:φ
Herein, C(φ) comprises an interaction between dark sector. Due to lack of detail of the nature of interaction we consider it to be constant [40, 47] . We can even study uncoupled case by putting
Now, we introduce these dimensionless parameters:
Here, the variable Γ shows potential. In terms of x and y, Ω φ and equation of state w φ are :
Using aforementioned dimensionless variables, eq (1) and (2) can be converted in following au-tonomous systems:
here, W = C κ .
A. Initial conditions to solve Background equations
To solve this autonomous system (7) we would need initial conditions for (γ, Ω φ ,s,λ). We settled our initial conditions at (z = 1000). At (z = 1000) for thawing class of models, scalar field is frozen thus γ i ≈ 0. We have taken initial value of λ i as a model parameter. We settles the initial condition for Ω φ by fine tuning it so as to obtain appropriate value of Ω φ today at z = 0 . In the same way, we set initial value of s to get appropriate value of the Ω b today. Subsequently, we set initial condition for IQ model to get same Ω m0 and H 0 as in non-interacting case.
B. Behaviour of Background cosmological parameter
Set of equations (7) will be solved using the earlier mentioned initial conditions and the cosmological parameters for different values of interacting parameter W will be studied. We focus on linear potential. 
parameter (W), percentage change increases which entails stronger dark energy effect.
III. GROWTH OF LINEAR PERTURBATION WITH INTERACTING QUINTESSENCE
Herein effect of the interaction on matter and scalar field perturbation in linear regime will be reflected upon. Matter include both dark matter and baryons. Since dark matter perturbation is dominant and baryon follows dark matter perturbation, hence baryonic perturbations in our study can be excluded . Even inclusion of that will not effect our result.
The perturbed (FRW) metric in conformal and Newtonian gauge is given by
where, Φ and Ψ are gravitational potential and τ is conformal time. Without anisotropic stress the two can be related as Φ = Ψ.
Consider two components, a scalar field and cold dark matter described by the energy-momentum tensors T µν(φ) and T µν(d) . Conservation equations with interacting terms for scalar field and cold dark matter as discussed by Amendola [40] are.
here, C defines interaction between scalar field and dark matter. We assume phenomenologically, C to be constant.
For perturbation equations we follow the set up as provided by Bikash et al .We generalize the results in [74] for the interacting scenario. We mention only relevent equations here , for detailed calculation see eg [74] .
Relativistic poisson equation is.
The scalar field influences a change upon source term of Poisson equation . [62, 63] .Here prime is derivative wrt conformal time.
The perturbation equations for scalar field coupled to dark matter is
where,
and δφ is scalar field fluctuation.
Then we construct following dimensionless variables.
In terms of these dimensionless parameters eq (11) and (12) can be written as
Matter density contrast is given by
where, N = lna
Here, comoving density contrast
On subhorizon scale ∆ d ≃ δ d , that is usually used in study of small-scale structure (Newtonian limit). On large scales, ∆ d should be used instead of δ d [75] .
For growth function, we use equations given by Duniya et al in [56] and probe the largescale structure of the universe at different redshifts. In the following equations Φ d represents gravitational potential at decoupling.
Gravitational potential growth function D Φ is defined by
D d is the growth function of the comoving matter overdensity.
Matter velocity growth function
Dark energy velocity growth function D φ (k, z) is associated to that of dark matter by
Ratio of comoving matter density ∆ d and gravitational potential Φ(0, k) can be defined as
here, prime is derivative with respect to redshift z.
Quantity f which is related to velocity perturbation and hence redshift-space distortion [76] term can be defined as
which reduces to the growth rate of dark matter in standard uncoupled DE m0dels.
Standard matter power spectrum
Here A represents the normalization constant the value of this is determined by σ 8 normalization whereas n s is defined as spectral index , T (k) as given by Einstein and Hu is the transfer function
[78]. 
A. Initial conditions
To solve perturbation equations (19) , (20), we need initial conditions for (Φ, dΦ dN , q, dq dN ) .At the time when matter dominated Universe there was negligible dark energy contribution. We have settled set our initial condition at decoupling (z = 1000). Due to negligible dark matter initial conditions for interacting and non interacting model is same. Thus we have used initial conditions discussed by Bikash et al [74] for non-interacting model..
There is no contribution from DE at z = 1000 hence scalar field perturbation is insignificant and q = dq dN = 0 .
Since Φ is constant during matter domination, hence dΦ dN = 0 . Using Poisson equation (9) and the fact that ∆ m ∼ a , its initial condition is 
Percentage diversion of comoving density contrast ∆ m in IQ model as compared to ΛCDM model .
B. Behaviour of cosmological parameters
Using aforementioned initial conditions we solve perturbed equation (19) and (20 ) 
IQ model and ΛCDM defined in equation (28) .
variation is very small and is almost scale independent. At low redshift (z = 0, 0.5, 1) on large scale an increasing in interaction (W) results in an enhancement in ∆ m wrt LCD (0 − 8.5%) which decrease with redshift. But on smaller scales ∆ m is slightly suppressed less than 1% . At redshift z=3.5 on large scale there is slight suppression wrt lcdm less than1% and on small scale slight enhancement less than1%. Figure 6 displays variation of f defined in equation (31) which is related to velocity perturbation and hence redshift space distortion. For non interactig case just like ∆ m variation is small and scale independent. On adding interaction its behaviour is exactly opposite to that of matter density contrast ∆ m . On large scale with increasing interaction a suppression can be seen at red shift 0,0.5 and 1 (4 − 8%). But at higher redshift at z = 3.5 there is slight enhancement less than 1% .
Hence interaction effect growth of structure at all scales.But this effect is smaller at higher redshift.
IV. INFLUENCE OF INTERACTION ON POWER SPECTRUMS
The growth of large scale structure in the Universe is ascertain by matter power spectrum.
Forthcoming surveys of galaxies can probe distribution of dark matter on large scales .These surveys can provide strong bound on dark energy models including interaction in dark sector. We must incorporate observed galaxy distribution effects like redshift space distortion , GR effects like weak lensing convergence , SW, ISW, time delay effect in our analysis to recognize potentiality of these surveys [80, 83, [85] [86] [87] . Certain astrophysical processes such as gas cooling, star formation and feedback from supernovae, in conjunction with the gravitational effect of the dark matter has a bearing upon formation of galaxy. This can further cause a contrast between the spatial distribution of baryons and dark matter. The association between the spatial distribution of galaxies and ubiquitous dark matter must be understood to employ galaxies as cosmolgical probes known as galaxy bias. Matter power spectrum can be related to galaxies distribution through bias b defined as [80, 81, 85 ]
To study effect of interaction on matter and galaxy power spectrum we use prescription discussed by Duniya et al in [56] .
In a galaxy redshift survey, the observers measure the number of galaxies in direction n at redshift z.The number overdensity of Galaxy () ∆ obs ) is shown as follows
Here µ = − n. k k , n expressinng the direction of observation, f signifies the redshift space distortion and b stands for galaxy bias. Variables A and B which are considered in connection to GR corrections are delineated as follows:
Full general relativistic power spectrum that includes all GR effects [56] .
Matter power spectrum with kaiser term is given by
Here prime is derivative wrt redshift.
A constant comoving galaxy number density is presumed hence b e = 0 , galaxy bias b = 1 and the magnification bias Q = 1,. Here x is defined in equation (4) . A is in connection with peculiar velocity potential and the gravitation potential, on the other hand B is connected to the Doppler effect. The latter comprises an interaction explicitly. However no momentum is transported in the Dark energy rest frame which leads to last term in equation (35) would be zero [56] . It depends on ratio
which is shown in figure (6) . At z = 0 and on large scale percentage change for non-interacting case (W = 0) is -ve which shows suppression in power.But on addding interaction (2 − 8%) enhancement is observed.Which shows transfer of energy from scalar field 
interacting parameter W as a function of K for different redshifts. First column is standard matter power spectra P which is specified by eqn. (30) , Second column present Kaiser power spectra P k specified by eqn (37), third column portrays galaxy power spectrum specified by eq (36) .
to dark matter , rate of transfer increase with increase in interaction parameter W.On smaller scale all models converge toΛCDM due to our Normalization.On larger scale and higher red shift dark energy gives negative contribution as compared to z = 0 .Thus suppression is seen wrt ΛCDM.
This suppression contribution increases with redshift.But on smaller scales slight enhancement of power can be seen which is due to difference in background evolution. contribution. On small scales and low redshift percentage change is small but on high red shift z = 3.5 percentage change is positive (2 − 6%).The reason for this is weaker dark energy effect at higher z but GR effects are comparative stronger even on small scales.
V. CONCLUSION
We have generalised non-interacting quientessence model as discussed by Bikas et al [74] for interacting scenerio. We studied effect of interaction between Quientessence and dark matter on both background and perturbed universe. At background level interaction effect bacground energy density and hubble parameter .Suppression in dark matter density Ω d wrt ΛCDM is (0 − 8%) .
While enhancement in hubble is (0 − 8%). Thus interaction makes dark energy effect stronger.
A careful analysis of growth of strucure characterises that interaction effects matter, kaiser and galaxy power spectrum on sub and super horizon scales. The former is because of dark energy perturbation and GR effect and the latter is the result of background evolution.
We find that Standard matter power spectrum at z = 0 is enhanced wrt ΛCDM on large scales and on small scale no deviation due to our normalization. This enhancement on large scale increases with increase in interaction. At higher redshift matter power spectrum suppressed wrt ΛCDM. This suppression also increases with interaction. On adding kaiser redshift distortion term enhancement is less as compared to standard matter power spectrum. Thus it can be concluded that that kaisr term gives negative contribution to power spectrum.Which suppress power on large scale.On higher redshift it is further suppressed .
We also found that Galaxy power spectrum is suppressed (12 − 24%) wrt ΛCDM on large scales .This suppression increases with interaction. But on higher redshift effect of dark energy is weaker hence suppression decreases with increase in z. But on small scales enhancement is observed (2 − 6%) which is due to difference in background evolution and GR effects .Thus on higher redshifts interaction effects galaxy power spectrum even on smaller scale. This deviation can be probed by future surveys like SKA.
